ALBURY CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVAL 2017
Club offering yet further contact with the local
community. For centuries the Church has been a
patron of the arts and contributed significantly to
Following the outstanding success of the inaugural the development of Western culture: in particular
Festival in 2016, the Albury Chamber Music through classical music. St Matthew’s, through the
Festival, although in its infancy, has already agency of the St Matthew’s Music Association Inc.
attracted international interest and the first Festival and the Albury Chamber Music Festival, seeks to
Passes to this 2017 Festival were purchased continue this tradition and contribute to the cultural
life of Albury and the Border Region.
online from New Zealand!
A warm welcome to the second annual Albury
Chamber Music Festival.

I am sure that such confidence in the second Please enjoy the 2017 Albury Chamber Music
Festival is well-deserved and the program Festival.
developed by our Artistic Director, Helena
Kernaghan, promises to offer classical chamber
music of the highest order from the Baroque to the
Twentieth Century. This will be presented by some
of Australia’s leading chamber musicians.
We are honoured to have Nance Grant AM,
Festival Patron and celebrated Daughter of the
Border, be our patron once again, and we want
to acknowledge the opportunity given to local
children today, and into the future, to be part of the
International Musical Adventure.
While our primary venue remains St Matthew’s
Church, programs will be presented again The Ven Fr Peter MacLeod-Miller
at Adamshurst and this year at The Albury Director, Albury Chamber Music Festival
“Patron Of The Festival”
It is a great honour to be patron for this years Albury
Chamber Music Festival. This Festival provides a
wonderful showcase for the young emerging talent
of the area, and offers opportunities for them to
perform to an interested audience and to realise
their ambition for their future. In country areas,
world-class performance is their greatest need,
and to be able to see and hear other professional
artists in this festival provides certain inspiration
and opportunity. Having attended the Festival
Launch in May of this year, I am well aware that
there is an abundance of talent in the region, and it
needs to be nurtured.

Nance Grant AM, MBE
Our Patron

The second annual Albury Chamber Music Festival
not only helps the young musicians but gives to us
all, further enjoyment of good Music.
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Welcome
Welcome to the second annual Albury Chamber
Music Festival! This exciting new event aims to
bring Australia’s finest performers to the Border
for a series of seven wonderful recitals over three
days. You can expect to see performances by one
of Australia’s most exciting young tenors, Shanul
Sharma, multi-award winning pianist Caroline
Almonte, renowned Australian clarinetist David
Griffiths, cellist from Ensemble Liaison Svetlana
Bogosavljevic, and Melbourne-based oboist Ben
Opie, to name a few!
There is a free to the public masterclass workshop
for local up-and-coming performers, receiving
expert tuition from artists at the festival. I am
delighted to participate as pianist in the Ensemblein-Residence, Albury & Castlemaine-based group,
The Orpheus Piano Trio.
We have an exciting and varied program to kick
start the festival with works from a huge variety of
composers and styles. Highlights for me include the
divine Brahms Clarinet Trio performed by David,
Svetlana and Caroline in the Opening Recital
and Reception at Adamshurst. The ‘Chamber
Ensembles’ concert on Friday evening features
everything from Piano Trio (Orpheus Piano Trio),
String Quartet (Acacia) through to Clarinet Quintet.
The glorious Mozart Clarinet Quintet performed
by David Griffiths and Acacia is another definite
highlight of the festival.

Saturday evening is sure to be a sell-out with
Albury’s favourite tenor Shanul Sharma, presenting
a delightful program of operatic arias and
Neapolitan songs. He will be joined by Caroline on
piano, and a very special guest appearance from
local talent Caleb Murray on cello.
And last but certainly not least is the very exciting
final concert, featuring the Ben Opie Oboe Quartet.
This concert will be held at the Albury Club, and
we are thrilled to be collaborating with such an
iconic and beautiful local venue. The highlight of
this concert would have to be the world premiere
of a new Oboe Quartet by Johannes Luebbers,
Cromulent.
It has been an absolute delight to participate in
a project that has gained so much momentum of
its own accord – proof that the Albury-Wodonga
region has been waiting for an event like this! We
hope you enjoy the second Albury Chamber Music
Festival!

For lovers of the many and varied styles of French
twentieth century repertoire, it will be hard to beat
the ‘French Masterpieces’ Concert on Saturday
afternoon. The amazing Caroline Almonte performs
Ravel’s fiendishly difficult Gaspard de la Nuit for
solo piano, one of my all-time favourite works in the
repertoire. Alongside Messiaen’s ecstatic Quartet Helena Kernaghan
for the End of Time performed by David Griffiths Artistic Director, Albury Chamber Music Festival
and Orpheus Piano Trio, this promises to be a very
exciting performance, especially with local artist
Alison Percy providing visual art representations
of each of the 8 movements of this epic modern
work. A feast for the senses!
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CONCERT 1
CONCERT 1 – OPENING RECITAL AND RECEPTION
sponsored by Cofield Wines

Weigl’s popular comic opera L’Amor Marinaro (The
Corsair in Love).

Friday 17th November
1.30 pm Adamshurst Ballroom

The Trio’s sonata-form opening movement begins
with a bold, striding phrase presented in unison
as the first of several motives comprising the
main theme group. The complementary themes
are introduced following two loud chords, a
silence and an unexpected harmonic sleight-ofhand. The movement’s development section is
largely concerned with the striding motive of the
main theme. The Adagio is based on a melody of
Mozartian tenderness first sung by the cello before
being shared with the clarinet. The third movement
is a straightforward set of nine variations on Weigl’s
melody, a movement that Beethoven repeatedly
promised Czerny he would replace with a more
substantial one, but never did.

Performers:
Caroline Almonte (piano), David Griffiths (clarinet) and
Svetlana Bogosavljevic (cello)
Shanul Sharma (tenor) and Helena Kernaghan (piano)

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770 – 1827)
Trio for Clarinet, Cello and Piano in B-flat major
(Gassenhauer), Op.11
(i) Allegro con brio
(ii) Adagio
(iii) Tema con variazioni
(Pria ch’io l’impegno: Allegretto)
The Piano Trio in B-flat major was composed
by Beethoven in 1797 and published in Vienna
the next year. The key was probably chosen to
facilitate fast passages in the B-flat clarinet, which
had not yet benefited from the development of
the Boehm system, a mechanical system that
improved fingering technique.
It is one of a series of early chamber works, many
involving woodwind instruments because of their
popularity and novelty at the time. Beethoven
contributed nine works to the genre between 1792
and 1800. By the time Beethoven wrote this Trio,
Vienna knew him as both an ambitious, rising
composer and a piano virtuoso celebrated for his
improvisational abilities.
Beethoven originally wrote this charming work
for clarinet, cello and piano but also published it,
with little modification, for the typical trio ensemble
featuring the violin as the treble instrument, in
order to boost its potential sales to Vienna’s home
music-makers. Both versions enjoy the concert
stage.
To help ensure its success Beethoven based
the last movement on a well-known melody Pria
ch’io l’impegno (Before I go to work) from Joseph

Beethoven shrewdly dedicated the score to his
patroness Countess Wilhelmine von Thun, who
had also supported the creative efforts of Mozart,
Haydn and Gluck.
Roger Quilter (1877 – 1953)
Go, Lovely Rose Op. 24, No 3
English composer Roger Quilter remains known
primarily for his distinguished art song output,
although he also produced choral, instrumental
and stage works. Known particularly for his songs,
which number more than one hundred, Go Lovely
Rose is amongst his most popular. Educated at
prestigious Eton College and later studying music
abroad in Germany he was a colleague of Percy
Grainger.
Francesco Paolo Tosti (1846 – 1916)
Non t’amo più (I don’t love you any more)
In Non t’amo più the persona tells his former
beloved that he is over her, asking again and again
if she remembers his bygone pledges of faith. He
damns her for her icy heart and declares his new
love for someone else. But when Tosti’s angry,
betrayed lover, twice insists emphatically A te non
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CONCERT 1
penso (I don’t think about you), we realize that the
opposite is true - that he cannot stop thinking of
her. This is a polished, perfected song about the
raw early stages of grief over love gone wrong.

Mühlfeld’s playing clearly renewed in Brahms the
desire to compose, and barely two months after
he had drawn his will, he was sending the score
of the Clarinet Trio to his devoted young friend,
Eusebius Mandyczewski (‘Mandy’). Thus, the
Domenico Gaetano Maria Donizetti (1797 – 1848) “dear nightingale” as Brahms referred to Mühlfeld,
goes down in history as the person without whom
Ah! Mes amis (Ah! my Friend) from The Daughter four of the composer’s most touching and beautiful
of the Regiment
twilight works would not have been written.
La fille du régiment is an opéra comique in two
acts. Along with Gioachino Rossini and Vincenzo
Bellini, Donizetti was a leading composer of the
bel canto opera style during the first half of the
nineteenth century.

Having never written for the instrument in his
chamber music, he completed the Clarinet Trio,
Op. 114 and the celebrated Clarinet Quintet,
Op. 115 within the year (1891). He wrote his two
clarinet sonatas three years later, the last he would
compose for any instrument. The clarinet was
This frothy comedy mixes humour and notorious popular among Romantic composers and Brahms
vocal challenges. The story concerns a young took to the instrument even more strongly, with
orphan girl raised by an army regiment as their the mellow shading lending itself strongly to the
mascot and begins at the moment of her first reflective, sometimes melancholy tone of his work.
stirrings of love. Complications (and comedy)
ensue when her true identity is discovered.
The Op. 114 Trio is a typical example of the
restrained and concentrated style of Brahms’ later
In order to gain the 21st Regiment’s approval for works. In the first movement, a fairly straightforward
his marriage to Marie, Tonio, the tenor, needs to sonata form grows out of a simple rising arpeggio
first prove his worthiness. Thus, he joins their troop, and descending scale and develops into a complex
but not before giving a convincing proclamation of contrapuntal web that is sustained throughout.
love and faithfulness by going above and beyond The second-movement, Adagio, is constructed
the call of duty with Ah, mes amis… pour mon of subtle rearrangements of two basic ideas. The
ame! It’s an action-packed, high-flying gauntlet of third movement, marked Andantino grazioso is
nine high C’s (and an optional 10th). Making things in dance form, a lovely and nostalgic Viennese
even more difficult the aria comes relatively quickly waltz, while the trio section is an Austrian Ländler,
in the first act giving the tenor less time to warm up. the forerunner of the waltz, replete with yodelling
clarinet. This short and exciting rondo finale is in
Johannes Brahms (1833 – 1897)
Brahm’s typical gypsy idiom, with its mixture of
three-against-four rhythms and colorful minorTrio for clarinet, cello and piano in A minor, Op. 114 mode harmonies. It is the only movement of the
(i) Allegro
Clarinet Trio that could be considered virtuosic,
(ii) Adagio
and it ends the work decisively.
(iii) Andante grazioso
(iv) Allegro
When he was 58, Brahms indicated in his will that
he would compose no more, he would be retiring.
But the best-laid plans … This one was set aside
because of the clarinetist Richard Mühlfeld,
whom Brahms heard on a visit to Meiningen.
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You are all invited to our Opening Reception
with refreshments available from Cofield Wines
and Yums Health Food Bar directly following
Concert 1.

CONCERT 2
CONCERT 2 – RISING STARS MASTERCLASS
in memory of Ursula Genaehr
Friday 17th November
4.00 pm Adamshurst Ballroom
Masterclass featuring local music students, with
tutorials by Shanul Sharma (voice), Caroline Almonte
(piano) and David Griffiths (clarinet)
Grace Trebley (clarinet)
accompanied by Ruxi Geng (piano) playing PhoSpheric
Variations by Paul Stanhope
Critiqued by clarinetist David Griffiths
Lachlan McIntyre (voice)
accompanied by Ruxi Gang (piano) performing Una
furtiva lagrima from L’Elisir d’amore by Donizetti
Critiqued by tenor Shanul Sharma
Ruxi Geng (piano)
playing Jeux d’eau by Ravel
Critiqued by pianist Caroline Almonte

Ursula Genaehr

was an unforgettable and much loved teacher and
musician. Due to her passion for education and her
sponsorship of the St Matthews Music Association,
we are delighted to celebrate the life of Ursula and
pay tribute to her with this commemorative event.
The Rising Stars Masterclass Concert
is
sponsored by the St Matthews Music Association,
to whom we are extremely grateful for providing
these wonderful opportunities. Throughout the
year they have funded workshops for local aspiring
Classical musicians with artists such as Zoe
Knighton and Nicholas Waters (Flinders Quartet)
and American pianist Dr Donna Coleman.
Teaching and performing go hand in hand for me,
and we are so lucky to have performers in our
festival who are also extremely experienced and
skilled educators in their respective crafts. Musical
education is a major motivating force for bringing
this festival to Albury in the first place - to inspire
and instruct aspiring young talents in the local
community.
We are thrilled that a student from last year’s Rising
Stars concert is now performing as a soloist for
Concert 6 this weekend. Cellist Caleb Murray has
recently gained entrance to the Australian National
Academy of Music for 2018, and it has been a
delight to watch his musical development in recent
times. We wish him all the best and hope to see
more of our up-and-coming Classical musicians
follow his lead in years to come.
A concert masterclass is an invaluable opportunity
for student and audience alike to experience the
process and the product that is all part of the musicmaking journey. We hope you enjoy the workshops
on offer today, and appreciate the fantastic local
talent that the Albury area has to offer.

Ursula Genaehr (1961-2017) was born in Germany.
She studied Music at Meinz University from 198189. She graduated with degrees in recorder and
piano. She came to Australia with her husband, Helena Kernaghan
Jurgen, in 1995, and settled into the Albury area Artistic Director
for her time in Australia.
Ursula was heavily involved in the local music
scene since arriving in the area in the 1990s, and
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Lachlan McIntyre

Lachlan McIntyre graduated from James Fallon
High School in North Albury in 2013. He is currently
a graduating ANU student and stage credits include
‘Dr. Blind’- Die Fledermaus, ‘John’- Miss Saigon,
‘Che’ (understudy) in Evita, the title role in Aladdin,
and understudy to renowned tenor Paul McMahon
as ‘Apollo’ in L’Orfeo. Through scholarships with
Opera Scholars Australia, Lachlan has been
honoured to share a stage with greats such as
Marina Prior, Anthony Warlow, James Morrison,
Julie-Lea Goodwin, Silvie Paladino and David
Hobson at ‘Opera in the Markets’ and at the
wonderful local event ‘Opera in the Alps.’ In
addition, Lachlan performs regularly as a principal
artist in Canberra Opera, serving as Secretary
from 2016-2017. As a student in Albury he studied
with Patti Graetz, and at ANU has studied under
Stephen Bennett and Paul McMahon. He will soon
be leaving the nation’s capital for Sydney, in the
aspiration of further developing his singing and
building a professional stage career.
Grace Trebley
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Grace Trebley is a current Year 10 student at Trinity
Anglican College, Thurgoona. She has studied

piano since 2007, and began learning clarinet in
2012, which has grown to be her first instrument.
She is currently working on her Certificate of
Performance for clarinet and studies with David
Thompson and Jarrod Butler. Her passion is
music and she aspires to become a professional
performer once her education is finished. She
thoroughly enjoys ensemble work, especially
playing in pit orchestras for various local theatre
companies and schools.
Ruxi Geng

Ruxi Geng began piano lessons at the age of 5 and
since 2009 has been under the tutelage of Aurora
Flores. She has participated successfully in the
Wagga Wagga and Albury Wodonga Eisteddfods
for multiple years. In 2015, she completed the
HSC Music 1 course at Albury High School, and
she received a nomination for Encore and was
ranked equal third in the state for the subject
after achieving a mark of 99. That same year she
obtained her Associate of Music (AMusA) and in
2017 attained the Licentiate in Music (LMusA).
Ruxi hopes to complete a degree in Psychology
at Monash or UNSW in 2018, whilst keeping her
music going as her passion and hobby.

CONCERT 3
CONCERT 3 – CHAMBER ENSEMBLES
in memory of Ruth Whyte
Friday 17th November
7.00 pm St Matthew’s Anglican Church
Perfomers:
Acacia Quartet – Lisa Stewart (violin), Myee Clohessy
(violin), Stefan Duwe (viola) and Anna Martin-Scrase
(cello), with guest artist David Griffiths (clarinet)
Orpheus Piano Trio – Helena Kernaghan (piano), Kaori
Sparks (violin), Sam Goble (cello)

A Music Lover And Music Maker
After marrying in England in the 1940s, Ruth Whyte
came to Albury as a young woman and quickly
joined in the musical life of the region. While she
lived in Melbourne from 1953, the Albury-Wodonga
region remained very dear to her. She was a lover
of classical music and during her life generously
sponsored various local musical events. On her
death in 1998, she directed that part of her Estate
be used for the advancement of music in the
Albury-Wodonga region.

from the Jewish tradition, as well the new tango,
all melded together to form the young composer’s
palate of sounds. After moving to Israel to study,
Golijov went to the United States. His earliest
mature works were written for the St. Lawrence
and Kronos String Quartets. His style has been
described as “volatile” and “category-defying,” and
recordings of his work have won several Grammy
awards.
The composer describes Tenebrae as “an orbiting
spaceship that never touches the ground.” Its
inspiration comes from two experiences in Golijov’s
life in the year 2000: a trip to Israel, at the start of
renewed violence there; followed by a visit to the
Hayden Planetarium with his son. Tenebrae is a
study of conflict between the big-picture of serenity
on earth viewed from space, and the close-up
reality of pain and discord that troubles so much
of the world.
From the Latin for “shadows” or “darkness”
Tenebrae can also be translated as “night” or
“death” and in a religious sense a Tenebrae is an
ancient Christian service that took place on one
of the last three days of Holy Week. Its purpose
was to remember the somber events that occurred
in Jesus’ life from the exuberant entrance into
Jerusalem on Palm Sunday through to the night of
Jesus’ burial on Good Friday.
The works begins with the cello, which some
would say is the cornerstone of the string quartet
ensemble. As the one movement work continues,
the interplay between the instruments is even
with no particular instrument dominating. This
contributes to the meditative and reflective nature
of the work, in a secular, unearthly and religious
sense.

Osvaldo Golijov (b. 1960)

Dmitri Shostakovich (1906 – 1975)

Tenebrae for String Quartet

Piano Trio No 2 in E minor op.67
(i) Andante
(ii) Allegro con brio
(iii) Largo
(iv) Allegretto

Born in Argentina to an Eastern European Jewish
family, Osvaldo Golijov was raised in a musical
home. Classical, klezmer and liturgical music
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The Piano Trio no. 2 was written in 1944 in memory
of his close friend Ivan Sollertinsky, a musicologist
and music critic who died suddenly of heart attack
at age 41. Shostakovich wrote a large quota of
string quartets (15 in total), but only 2 piano trios.
The first is a single movement work written while
a student at age 17. The second, a mature trio, is
the very famous and more substantial 4 movement
work that demonstrates Shostakovich’s full
emotional intensity and artistry.
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Composer and critic Arthur Cohn notes in his
typically terse but sharply perceptive style that here
Shostakovich pictures “the horrible forced dance of
Jews before they were machine-gunned to death.”
An agonized theme in 5/8 comes from the cello.
Shostakovich directs all three instruments to play
fff for exhausting periods of time. There is no relief
for performer or listener as these events fly by at
great speed, the furnaces burning dead bodies at
full power. Eventually, mutes are placed on the
string instruments, smoke perhaps, but still they
It was written in the midst of World War II in the are directed to play fortissimo. The first demented
summer of 1944, and much of the trio seems to theme from the opening of the movement returns,
be quite programmatic and literal in its telling of less volume, some relief finally, but only in utter
events. It is perhaps a comment on the tragic times exhaustion: Death. Col legno in the strings,
and an elegy of a kind to honour the tragic fate of bones clank as they are tossed into mass graves.
so many victims.
Harmonics in the cello again imitate the violin’s
final breath as souls transcend our world and
The eerie, melancholic Andante begins with very begin their upward travel. A final tortured E major
difficult harmonics in the cello and is other-wordly chord in the piano, whispered only, concludes this
and distant before being joined by the low register powerful, frightening work of art.
violin and then piano to create a sorrowful and
weighty fugue, which later becomes a part of a (Prepared by Sam Goble)
sonata form structure. The fugue is a feature in
much of Shostakovich’s chamber music.
INTERVAL
The second movement Allegro con Brio is a Refreshments available from Cofield Wines and
frenzied dance that morphs at times into a cowboy Yums Health Food Bar.
like folk theme. It is a brisk and spiky scherzo, very
rhythmic and almost out of control, teetering on the Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 – 1791)
edge of reasonable and frantic.
Clarinet Quintet in A major, K.581
The slow Largo begins with solemn piano chords, (i) Allegro
before the violin and then cello emerge and (ii) Larghetto
introduce a dark, intense melodic theme. It is a (iii) Menuetto
deeply felt lament, funeral dirge of sorts pre-empting (iv) Allegretto con variazioni
the horrible events to come. It demonstrates the
introspective, thinking side of the author.
Mozart wrote a number of chamber works for
strings and a wind instrument, including the
The fourth movement begins without break and flute, oboe, horn and clarinet. In each case, he
briefly breaks the grief with a seeming innocuous managed to showcase the idiomatic character of
Jewish style melody introduced pizzicato in the the featured instrument while setting it naturally
violin. It has been described as the “Dance of within a chamber context for a balanced, blended
Death” and it soon becomes evident that this is ensemble. Mozart loved the clarinet and was one
in fact a deeply bitter and sarcastic commentary. of the first composers to include it in the standard
The composer is merely passing time before the orchestral configuration of his symphonic works.
thematic material or “events” of the three past The expressive warmth of its middle and low
movements are flashed by in a rushing memory. registers, its agility, wide range, ability to make
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quick and powerful crescendos and decrescendos
– much more so than other woodwind instruments
– and its “soft, sweet breath” (as Mozart described
it) rendered the clarinet ideal in Mozart’s eyes
for chamber music with strings. It was one Anton
Stadler, who inspired Mozart to think of the clarinet
as more than merely a voice in the texture of
orchestral sound. Stadler and his younger brother,
Johann, were members of the Viennese Imperial
Court Orchestra and of the Kaiser’s wind octet,
where Anton Stadler reportedly played second
clarinet. As a fairly new instrument, the clarinet
was still undergoing modifications, and it may
have been his experience as second clarinet that
prompted Stadler to experiment with extending the
instrument’s chalumeau or lower register through
the addition of length and several keys. The
resulting instrument was called a basset clarinet.
This instrument is thought to be the one for which
Mozart originally wrote his Clarinet Quintet, in late
1789. One of the supreme works of the chamber
music repertory, Mozart dubbed it “Stadler’s
Quintet,” though the name has not stuck. Two
years later, Stadler was also the dedicatee of
Mozart’s Clarinet Concerto in A Major, K.622.
The Quintet is not a work for solo instrument and
string accompaniment. It is a masterfully integrated
chamber work for equal partners in which the clarinet
blends and the individual strings occasionally take
centre stage. The beauty of sound Mozart draws
from the ensemble comes not just from the wealth
of attractive thematic ideas and their masterful
development but also from the balance he creates
with the timbres of the five instruments. Mozart
achieved in this pioneering quintet something that
no other work for this combination of instruments
could come close to matching until Brahms’ quintet
more than a century later.

The opening movement sets the tone for the
entire work with the strings introducing each of
three themes. The clarinet responds in a different
way each time: it adds embellishments to the first
theme, repeats the second theme in a minor key,
and completes the strings’ statement of the third
theme. In the relatively short development section,
all the instruments pass arpeggios back and forth,
creating rich sonorities.
The clarinet comes to the fore as a singing
instrument in the sublime Larghetto, a long
cantilena played over muted strings. Beginning
as a touching aria, it becomes a duet as the violin
engages in a dialogue involving some rather florid
embellishments.
The third movement is full of good cheer. It consists
of a minuet and two trios, an unusual occurrence
in chamber music of the time. The first trio in the
minor key is for the strings alone, with a theme
that has a signature acciaccatura (crushed note
ornament) every few notes. The second trio, a
ländler-like peasant dance, features the clarinet.
The movement is completed with the minuet
played one last time.
The expansive last movement is a theme with
five variations. It features a variety of moods and
textures, beginning with the first variation, where
the clarinet plays in counterpoint to the strings’
restatement of the theme. The second variation
focuses on rhythm. In the third, in A minor, the viola
takes the lead. The clarinet gets a virtuoso turn in
the fourth variation, after which the music slows
to a lyrical Adagio for the final variation. Then it’s
back to Allegro for a lively coda that brings the
Quintet to a frolicking end.
(Prepared by Elizabeth Dalton)

SAVE THE DATE
ALBURY CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVAL 2018
Friday 16 - Sunday 18 November 2018

Details will be posted on website: www.alburychambermusicfestival.com.au
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CONCERT 4
CONCERT 4 – PIPE ORGAN RECITAL
Saturday 18th November
10.30 am St Matthew’s Anglican Church
Performer:
Ria Angelika Polo (pipe organ)

Dietrich Buxtehude (1637 – 1707)
Prelude and Fugue in G minor, BuxWV 149
This Prelude and Fugue in G minor is the bestknown of four by Buxtehude in the same key and
one of his most frequently performed works. The
short Prelude presents a firm ostinato of seven
notes that repeats six times in the pedals beneath
a swirl of semiquaver tenths and sixths on the
manuals. The Fugue is in several sections. It
consists in the contrapuntal treatment of a subject
and, later, of its variant, both derived from the
ostinato motif of the Prelude, separated by a short
episode with a cello-like moving bass in quavers
and its codetta. The second fugue, on the variant
of the subject, also has its coda, but this is more in
fantasia style to provide an imposing ending.
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 – 1750 / Antonio
Lucio Vivaldi (1678 – 1741)
Organ concerto in A minor BWV 593
1st Movement: Allegro
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Bach’s Concerto for Organ A minor, BWV 593, is
an arrangement of Vivaldi’s famous Concerto for
two violins in A minor, RV 522, No. 8, which first
appeared in print in Amsterdam in 1711.
Manifestly, the reduction of a concerto for two
soloists, strings, and basso continuo to a work
for just two hands and pedals is a process that
requires some alteration of the music. But Bach
goes beyond simple necessity and tightens and
enriches the contrapuntal fabric of his source
piece.
At the time of publication (1911), the original
concerto by Vivaldi had not yet been rediscovered,
so musicologists erroneously attributed the
concerto to W. F. Bach because of an inscription
“Di W. F. Bach. Manu mei Patris descripsit.” on the
manuscript
The first movement of the concerto, Allegro, begins
with two chords and a downward run. Vivaldi’s
concertos are full of fast scales up and down the
fingerboard of the violin and Bach includes them in
this concerto. The first movement is rapid and is in
the home key of A minor.
Johanne Sebastain Bach (1685 – 1750)
Schmücke dich, o liebe Seele (Adorn yourself, O
dear soul) BWV 654

The choral prelude BWV 654 forms a part of The
Great Eighteen Chorale Preludes, a set of organ
It was in the early 1710’s, in the middle of his works prepared by Johann Sebastian Bach in the
days in Weimar, that J.S. Bach first became final decade of his life when he was court organist
acquainted with Antonio Vivaldi’s remarkable in Leipzig. Earlier versions of most of the chorale
instrumental concertos. They would prove to have preludes are thought to date back to 1710 – 1714,
a tremendous influence not only upon Bach’s own during the period when Bach served as court
instrumental concertos, but also upon his style as organist and Konzertmeister (director of music)
a whole. One of the ways that Bach learned and in Weimar, at the court of Wilhelm Ernst, Duke of
absorbed new music was by making adaptations Saxe-Weimar.
and transcriptions. This he did with many Vivaldi
concertos during his Weimar residency, recrafting For the work BWV 654, the underlying rhythmic
them, along with concertos by other composers, pattern is a sarabande. Bach took the melody,
into series of concertos for harpsichord and for attributed to Johann Crüger 1598 – 1662 and
shaped it into one of his most beloved chorale
organ.
preludes for organ. True to the first word of its title,
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Bach ‘adorned’ the prelude with ornaments to the
point of being difficult to recognize. In four voices,
the melody, or cantus firmus, is given mostly to the
uppermost voice and decorated generously, while
the alto and tenor voices proceed along similarly
ornate lines and the bass moves unadorned in
steady quarter notes. The three lower voices
continue their delicious running counterpoint
between the isolated phrases of the cantus firmus,
culminating in a wonderful five-bar codetta.
Felix Mendelssohn (1809 – 1847)
Organ Sonata in B flat major, Op.65, No. 4
(i) Allegro con brio
(ii) Andante religioso
(iii) Allegretto
(iv) Allegro maestoso e vivace
Mendelssohn was one of the great pianists of his
era but when it came to organ playing he was
without peer. He began his study at the age of 11
and continued writing for the instrument throughout
his life.
The fourth organ sonata is the most traditionally
structured of the six Organ Sonatas Op.65.
However, the use of the term ‘sonata’ does not
refer to the classical sonata, but to the sonata as
understood by Bach: a collection or suite of various
pieces. Its composition caused the composer
rather more trouble than most of the five other Op.
65 organ sonatas he did. He finished the piece
shortly after the New Year in 1845, but couldn’t
seem to make the original finale section work. So,
in the end, he threw the finale out and replaced it
with a brilliant and now-famous (among organists
and organ enthusiasts, anyway) fugal movement.
The sonata was, then, the last of the Op. 65 pieces
to be completed.
Felix Mendelssohn’s six Organ Sonatas Op.65
were published in 1845 and next to Bach’s works
comprise required repertory of all organists. As a
testament to his reputation, the Op.65 Sonatas
were published simultaneously in England,
Germany, France and Italy.

George Thalben-Ball (1896 – 1987)
Elegy for solo organ (1944)
The Elegy for solo organ (1944) started life as
an improvisation after a broadcast Evensong at
the Temple Church, where he was organist. It is
based on the outline and characteristic intervals of
Walford Davies’ Solemn Melody, which ThalbenBall played at the end of a live BBC daily religious
service during World War 11 to fill in time as the
service finished a couple of minutes earlier than
expected. The BBC had many calls from listeners
enquiring about the composition. The work was
subsequently published in 1971 and dedicated to
Walford Davies, demonstrating the esteem and
affection in which he held his predecessor at The
Temple Church.
One senses that the writing of this solemn and
poignant hymn-like work is influenced by the
horrors of the Second World War. The piece is an
essay in crescendo. After a short introduction the
principal theme is heard on a solo stop and then
richly harmonized on its repeat, building to a huge
climax before dying away to the calm from which
it came.
The Elegy was one of several of pieces played at
the funeral service of Princess Diana of Wales at
Westminster Abbey in 1997.
Jean Langlais (1907 – 1991)
Hymne d’Actions de grâces: Te Teum pour Orgue
(Trois paraphrases grégoriennes, op. 5, no. 3)
Born on February 15, 1907, in La Fontenelle,
Brittany, France, a small village near by the Mont
Saint-Michel, Jean Langlais became blind from the
age of two.
Sent to the Paris National Institute for the Young
Blind in 1918, he studied piano, violin, harmony
and organ with great blind teachers among other
Albert Mahaut and Andre Marchal.
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Professor for forty years at the National Institute
for the Young Blind, he also taught at the Paris
Schola Cantorum where, between 1961 and 1976,
he influenced both French and foreign students.
A great recitalist, he played more than 300 concerts
in North America. A prolific composer, his catalog
of works comprises 254 opus numbers (organ,
vocal and instrumental music).

Lehrndorfer writes “The Benedictus is a triumph
of musical rhetoric. Deeply religious, it moves
from mystical colourings to ecstatic jubilation, and
from the celebratory hosanna back to seraphic
adulation.”

The wildly gushing Toccata is well known on its
own. In contrast to the perpetual-motion toccata,
this composition harks back to the more mercurial
works of the pre-Bach era. Shorter and less dense
The Te Deum (“Hymn of Thanksgiving”) is the last or complex than many of Reger’s free organ
movement of the Trois Paraphrases Grégoriennes, works, it nonetheless exploits the dramatic shifts
published in 1935, while Langlais was organist at of texture, colour, and dynamic level typical at turn
Notre-Dame de-la-Croix in Paris.
of the 20th Century.
Johann Baptist Joseph Maximilian (Max) Reger
(1873 – 1916)
Benedictus, Op. 59 No. 9
Toccata, Op. 59 No. 5
In addition to being a remarkable display of
productivity, Op. 59 is notable for being a series
of character pieces - not at all common in organ
music. Perhaps appropriate, given the organ’s
role in church worship, these character pieces are
based on portions of the Catholic liturgy and are as
suited for a church as for the concert hall.
Although intended to be technically accessible to
a wide range of organists, they are more difficult
than they seem on paper. A suitable organ must
allow subtle dynamic gradations, judicious use
of the swell pedal and for the very precise tonal
and dynamic indications. Although unproblematic
for an orchestra, these details require much more
concentration from the organist than just the notes
alone.
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You are all invited to a reception following
Concert 4 with refreshments available from
Cofield Wines and Yums Health Food Bar.

CONCERT 5
CONCERT 5 – FRENCH MASTERPIECES
sponsored by Peter Evans
Saturday 18th November

2.00 pm St Matthew’s Anglican Church
Performers:
Caroline Almonte (piano)
Orpheus Piano Trio – Helena Kernaghan (piano), Kaori
Sparks (violin) and Sam Goble (cello), with special
guest David Griffiths (clarinet)

Joseph Maurice Ravel (1875 – 1937)
Gaspard de la nuit (Gaspard of the night)
(i) Ondine
(ii) Le Gibet
(iii) Scarbo
Gaspard de la nuit (composed in 1908) ranks as one
of the most highly original, imaginative, evocative
and technically difficult works in the entire piano
repertory. Its composer made no bones about this
surreal, hallucinatory music, describing it as “three
romantic poems of transcendental virtuosity” in
which he deliberately set out to surpass even
Balakirev’s notorious Islamey in terms of sheer
technical difficulty.

with glistening, delicate, “water-music” as befits
Bertrand’s description of “Ondine who skims over
the drops of water that resonate on the diamondshaped segments of your window illuminated by
the dismal rays of the moon.”
A sinister atmosphere of desolation and ghostly
terror pervades Le Gibet. The dynamic markings
never rise above mezzo-piano. In some of the
eeriest sounds in all music, Ravel portrays a corpse
hanging from a gibbet, swaying in the wind against
a sky reddened by the setting sun. The implacable
tolling of a distant bell, represented throughout by
the piano’s persistent B-flat octaves, is set against
a richly varied harmonic landscape. So pervasive
is this tolling B-flat that Le Gibet has been called “a
fantasia on one note.”
Scarbo, no less eerie than Le Gibet, portrays the
unpredictable, lightning-like appearances and
disappearances of the malicious dwarf Scarbo,
who changes his shape, size and colour at will.
The scintillating, hallucinatory effects require such
technical dexterity as to have earned Gaspard an
almost mythic status among pianists.
INTERVAL
Refreshments available from Cofield Wines and
Yums Health Food Bar.

Ravel’s inspiration to write Gaspard de la nuit
derived from vivid and macabre posthumously Oliver Messiaen (1908 – 1992)
published poems by the French Romantic poet
Aloysius Bertrand (1807-1841). This remarkable Quatuor pour la fin du temps - Quartet for the End
work is actually a conversation between the of Time
composer and a little-known poet living more that
60 years earlier.
The Quartet for the End of Time is acknowledged
as one the masterpieces of 20th century classical
The name “Gaspard” is derived from its original music and the circumstances surrounding its
Persian form, denoting “the man in charge of the composition and performance is one of the great
royal treasures”: “Gaspard of the Night” or the stories of classical music.
treasurer of the night thus creates allusions to
someone in charge of all that is jewel-like, dark, Its composer, Oliver Messiaen, was an organist
mysterious, perhaps even morose.
and one of the leading musical figures of the era.

He entered the Paris Conservatoire at the age of
Ondine is a beautiful, mischievous water sprite who
11. At the outbreak of World War II he was drafted
tries to attract mortal men to her magical kingdom
into the French army. Captured in May 1940 and
through seductive singing. Ravel portrays her
imprisoned at Stalag VIII-A, he met a violinist, a
in the rare key of C-sharp major (seven sharps!)
cellist and a clarinetist among his fellow prisoners.
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He wrote a trio for them, which he gradually
incorporated into his Quatuor pour la fin du temps
(Quartet for the End of Time).
The Quartet was first reportedly performed to an
audience of prisoners and prison guards, with
the composer playing a poorly maintained upright
piano. The première took place in Barrack 27 in
freezing conditions.
His musical style is distinctive and eschews
Western classical music traditions. Harmonically
and melodically he employed a system he called
‘modes of limited transposition’ and incorporated
exotic music, including Ancient Greek, Hindu and
gamelan rhythms in his compositions. He also had
a long-standing interest in birdsong, was deeply
religious and perceived colours when he heard
certain musical chords (a phenomenon known as
synaesthesia). These characteristics are entwined
in this compositions.

Vocalise, pour l’Ange qui annonce la fin du
Temps
Vocalise for the Angel who announces the
end of time - full quartet

The first and third parts evoke the power of this
mighty angel, a rainbow upon his head and clothed
with a cloud, who sets one foot on the sea and
one foot on the earth. In the middle section are
the impalpable harmonies of heaven. In the piano,
sweet cascades of blue-orange chords, enclosing
in their distant chimes the almost plainchant song
of the violin and violoncello .
III.

Abîme des oiseaux
Abyss of birds - solo clarinet

The abyss is Time with its sadness, its weariness.
The birds are the opposite to Time; they are our
desire for light, for stars, for rainbows, and for
jubilant songs.
Intermède
Interlude - violin, cello, and clarinet

The title “End of Time” has dual meanings. An
inscription in the score alludes to the Apocalypse
and the catastrophic image from the Book of
Revelation: “In homage to the Angel of the
Apocalypse, who lifts his hand toward heaven,
saying, ‘There shall be time no longer.’” It
also alludes to the way that Messiaen, through
rhythm and harmony, used time in a manner
completely different from his predecessors and
contemporaries.

IV.

The work comprises 8 movements, the titles of
which are drawn from the biblical Revelation to
John (Rev 10:1–2, 5–7, King James Version). In
his preface to the score, Messiaen describes the
quartet as follows:

Jesus is considered here as the Word. A broad
phrase, marked “infinitely slow”, on the cello,
magnifies with love and reverence the eternity of
the Word, powerful and gentle, “whose time never
runs out”. The melody stretches majestically into
a kind of gentle, regal distance. “In the beginning
was the Word, and Word was with God, and the
Word was God.” (John 1:1 (King James Version))

I.
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II.

Liturgie de cristal
Liturgy of crystal - full quartet

Between three and four in the morning, the
awakening of birds: a solo blackbird or nightingale
improvises, surrounded by a shimmer of sound, by
a halo of trills lost very high in the trees. Transpose
this onto a religious plane and you have the
harmonious silence of Heaven.

Scherzo, of a more individual character than the
other movements, but linked to them nevertheless
by certain melodic recollections.
V.

Louange à l’Éternité de Jésus
Praise to the eternity of Jesus - cello and
piano

CONCERT 5
VI.

Danse de la fureur, pour les sept
trompettes
Dance of fury, for the seven trumpets - full
quartet

Rhythmically, the most characteristic piece of the
series. The four instruments in unison imitate
gongs and trumpets (the first six trumpets of
the Apocalypse followed by various disasters,
the trumpet of the seventh angel announcing
consummation of the mystery of God). Music
of stone, formidable granite sound; irresistible
movement of steel, huge blocks of purple rage,
icy drunkenness. Hear especially all the terrible
fortissimo of the augmentation of the theme and
changes of register of its different notes, towards
the end of the piece.
VII.

VIII.

Louange à l’Immortalité de Jésus
Praise to the immortality of Jesus - violin
and piano

Large violin solo, counterpart to the violoncello solo
of the 5th movement. Why this second eulogy? It
is especially aimed at the second aspect of Jesus,
Jesus the Man, the Word made flesh, immortally
risen for our communication of his life. It is all love.
Its slow ascent to the acutely extreme is the ascent
of man to his god, the child of God to his Father,
the being made divine towards Paradise.

Fouillis d’arcs-en-ciel, pour l’Ange qui
annonce la fin du Temps
Tangle of rainbows, for the Angel who
announces the end of time - full quartet

Recurring here are certain passages from the
second movement. The angel appears in full force,
especially the rainbow that covers him (the rainbow,
symbol of peace, wisdom, and all luminescent and
sonorous vibration). In my dreams, I hear and
see ordered chords and melodies, known colors
and shapes; then, after this transitional stage, I
pass through the unreal and suffer, with ecstasy,
a tournament; a roundabout compenetration of
superhuman sounds and colors. These swords
of fire, this blue-orange lava, these sudden stars:
there is the tangle, there are the rainbows!
Albury Chamber Music Festival would like to thank
Albury Artist Alsion Percy for her monumental effort
painting 8 images to accompany each movement
of Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time.
Alison is a local visual artist and designer working in the creative industries has been her life!
Her energetic and passionate nature reflects in
landscape, figurative and floral works using wideranging media. Artwork is produced regularly for
exhibition, private sale and by commission.
www.alisonpercycreative.com.au
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CONCERT 6
CONCERT 6 – BEL CANTO
sponsored by Stean Nicholls
Saturday 18th November
7.00 pm St Matthew’s Anglican Church
Performers:
Shanul Sharma (tenor) and Caroline Almonte (piano)
Special guest appearance by local talent
Caleb Murray (cello)

Francesco Paolo Tosti (1846 – 1916)
Aprile (April)
L’ultima canzone (The Last Song)
An extremely prolific songwriter and a truly
cosmopolitan musical guru, Paolo Tosti wrote more
than 350 intimate and well-crafted salon tunes,
mostly love songs, in Italian, French, English, and
Neapolitan. He also was a distinguished voice
teacher and after settling in England in 1875, the
younger children of Queen Victoria were amongst
his students. He became a professor at the Royal
Academy of Music in 1894 and a British citizen
in 1906, and two years later was knighted by his
friend King Edward VII. After several decades of
relative neglect his works are once again becoming
fashionable. Aprile one of his best-loved songs and
praises the return of spring and the season of love.
In L’ultima canzone the persona offers one final
serenade to the girl who has abandoned him and
whom, come morning, he will lose forever with her
marriage to another.

Asile hereditaire is from the 4th Act of the rarely
performed four hour opera, William Tell. Becoming
aware of the arrest of Tell, the revolutionary on a
quest for freedom, Arnold is dispirited. Set on
revenge he draws strength from being in his father’s
former home and sings a moving lament.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 – 1791)
Il mio tesoro (My Treasure) from Don Giovanni)
Dies Bildnis ist bezaubernd schön (This image is
enchantingly lovely) from the Magic Flute
In Il mio tesoro Don Ottavio, a young nobleman
urges the listener to assure his beloved fiancée,
Donna Anna, that he intends to secure vengeance
for her against the man who murdered her father.
The aria Dies Bildnis ist bezaubernd schön takes
place in Act 1 of the opera The Magic Flute. Prince
Tamino has just been presented with an image of
the Princess Pamina and he falls instantly in love
with her.
Vicenzo Salvatore Carmelo Francesco Bellini
(1801 – 1823)
E serbata a questo acciaro (and preserved to this
acciaro) from Capuleti ed i Montecchi
From Act 1 of the opera, in E serbata a questo
acciaro, Capellio has declared that Giulietta will
marry Tebaldo, and he agrees, saying that a
vendetta will be discharged by his love for Giulietta.
Love is more dear to him than the sun that shines.
To him, every joy lives only in Giulietta.

Gioachino Antonio Rossini (1792 – 1868)
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Si, ritrovarla io giuro (Yes, I swear I will find you)
from Cinderella

INTERVAL
Refreshments available from Cofield Wines and
Yums Health Food Bar.

Asile hereditaire (Hereditary asylum)
from William Tell

Jules Émile Frédéric Massenet (1842 – 1912)

In Si, ritrovarla io giuro, Don Ramiro, the Prince, has
just learned that Cinderella will be his bride, if he can
find her. In the aria, he declares that love will guide
him to Cenerentola and they will never part again.

Pourquoi me réveiller (Why wake me) from Werther
A French composer of the Romantic era, Massenet
was best known for his operas, of which he wrote
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more than thirty. One of the most frequently staged
opera is Werther, which is loosely based on The
Sorrows of Young Werther by Goethe, a novel based
on his own early life.
In this aria Werther has come back to see Charlotte,
his love who is married to another man. She shows
him some of the books that they used to read
together. One book in particular, a collection of
Ossain’s verses, sparks Werther to ask spring to
cease its gentle caresses upon him, for sadness and
grief is now his fate.
Giuseppe Fortunino Francesco Verdi (1813 –
1901)

tenor, Enrico Caruso. In the song, Catarì’s lover
reproaches the girl for thoughtlessly and heartlessly
rejecting his abiding love for her. He implores her
not to forget that he has given her his heart and that
his soul is in torment, says he has confessed his
feelings to a priest, who advised him to let her go.
Ernesto De Curtis (1875 – 1937)
Torna a Surriento (Come Back to Sorrento)
Eduardo di Capua (1865 –1917)
O sole mio (That Sun is All Mine)

These two songs are from the genre of Canzoni
Napoletana, or Neapolitan songs. They belong
La donna è mobile (Woman is fickle/flighty) from to a large body of popular vocal music with the
Rogoletto
distinguishing feature of having texts in the
Southern Italian dialect spoken around Naples. The
The aria, with a title meaning “the woman is flighty”, genre became firmly established during the 1830s
is the Duke of Mantua’s song at the beginning of as the result of an annual song-writing. Enrico
Act 3 in the opera. The irony is that it’s the Duke, Caruso popularized the songs by singing them as
an insensitive playboy, who is the flighty one! The encores. A decade later The Three Tenors helped
song is famous as a showcase for tenors. Before keep the genre in our collective consciousness.
the opera’s first public performance in Venice, As with the majority of popular songs, regardless
the song was rehearsed under tight secrecy, a of the language, most Neapolitan songs are about
necessary precaution as La donna è mobile proved love, either lamenting unrequited or lost love, or
to be incredibly catchy and soon after the song’s first joyously celebrating it. In addition to Santa Lucia
public performance, every gondolier in Venice was and Funiculì, the best known Neapolitan songs are
singing it.
Torna a Surriento and example of the lamenting
variety, and O sole mio, the celebratory kind. They
Ángel Agustín María Carlos Fausto Mariano have been recorded numerous times, including
Alfonso del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús Lara y when they were given entirely new English lyrics
Aguirre del Pino - known as Agustín Lara (1897 and released as chart-topping hits by Elvis Presley
– 1970)
as Surrender (1961), and It’s Now or Never (1960),
his best-selling single, ever.
Granada
Sigmund Romberg (1887 – 1951)
The song is about the Spanish city of Granada and
has become a standard in music repertoire. It has Serenade (from The Student Prince)
been covered many times and popular versions
include those by Frankie Laine, Mario Lanza, Bing In this song Prince Karl Franz, heir to the throne of
the mythical kingdom of Karlsber, and Kathie, the
Crosby and Frank Sinatra.
lovely daughter of an innkeeper, and are strongly
Salvatore Cardillo (1874 – 1947)
attracted to each other. In the ensuing weeks their
friendship ripens into love and the Prince is inspired
Core ‘ngrato (Ungrateful heart)
to sing a serenade under her window. But their love
idyll is doomed.
This beautiful song was written in 1911 for the great
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FESTIVAL SERVICE
FESTIVAL SERVICE

Choir has also toured extensively throughout
Victoria and NSW.

Sunday 19th November
9.00 am St Matthew’s Anglican Church

Douglas Lawrence

The Service will be sung by singers from the
Australian Chamber under the direction of Douglas
Lawrence OAM.

After completing a Masters Degree in performance
at the University of Melbourne, Douglas spent two
years studying in the Vienna. During that time he
began a concert career that has since taken him
throughout most of the Western world, earning the
enthusiastic praise of critics.

sponsored by Dr Allan Beavis

Douglas Lawrence is a Fellow Emeritus of Ormond
College, The University of Melbourne; Director
of Music at The Scots’ Church, Melbourne; and
Artistic Director of Australian Chamber Choir.
Choir Members: Jennifer Wilson-Richter and
Amelia Jones (Sopranos); Elizabeth Anderson
and Amelia Ballard (altos); Timothy Reynolds and
Alastair Cooper-Golec (tenors); Lucas WilsonRichter and Lucien Fischer (basses).
Service Music
The Introit: O sing joyfully - Adrian Batten
The Mass Setting: Mass for Four Voices
- William Byrd
The Psalm: Psalm 121 - Walford Davies
The Anthem: Pater Noster - Jacob Handl
The Communion motets: Ave verum corpus
- William Byrd
Almighty and everlasting God - Orlando Gibbons
Final: Ave Verum Corpus - Edward Elgar
Ich lasse dich nicht - J S Bach
The Australian Chamber Choir
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Douglas has directed an international choir tour
every two years since 1985, eleven with the Choir
of Ormond College, and four with the Australian
Chamber Choir. From 1981 to 2006, with the
Choir of Ormond College, he regularly presented
historically informed performances of Major Works.
In 1992 he was awarded a Medal of the Order of
Australia for services to music. This recognised his
tireless activity mentoring emerging organists,
conductors, composers and singers in the early
years of their careers. As organist or conductor
Douglas Lawrence has given something over
70 first performances of works by Australian
composers. This activity continues unabated with
new works scheduled for premiering each year.
In Melbourne, Douglas Lawrence is Director of
Music to the Scots Church. He teaches organ for
the Conservatorium of Music at the University of
Melbourne. He was a sessional lecturer to the
United Faculty of Theology and the Australian
Catholic University.

Douglas Lawrence is much sought after as a judge
The Australian Chamber Choir was founded by
in organ playing and choral competitions and his
its current director, Douglas Lawrence, in 2007.
opinion is highly regarded in the field of organ
Since its foundation, the Choir has made biennial
design for churches and concert halls.
tours of Europe to great acclaim. Their latest tour
was earlier this year and again they received “rave
reviews”. One European critic wrote: “The voices
of the young singers are trained at the highest
level. A lightning-crisp intonation rings through
a naturally blended sound. The unaccompanied
works of the evening maintained perfect tune … as
the choir wended its way with the greatest security
through music of many periods and styles”. The
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CONCERT 7
CONCERT 7 – THE BEN OPIE QUARTET
sponsored by Regent Cinemas Albury Wodonga
Sunday 19th November
2.00 pm The Albury Club
Performers:
Ben Opie (oboe), Jenny Khafagi (violin),
William Clark (viola), Paul Zabrowarny (cello)

In recognition of Sutherland’s prolific life as a
composer and champion of the Arts in Australia
she was awarded an honorary Doctorate of Music
from the University of Melbourne (1969), an Officer
of the Order of the British Empire (1970), the
Queen’s Silver Jubilee Medal (1977) and Officer of
the Order of Australia (1981).

All this despite the fact that her last completed
composition was her first very commission, that
she was refused publication by Boosey & Hawkes
Quartet for cor anglais, violin, viola and cello
after they discovered ‘M Sutherland’ was a woman,
Margaret Sutherland is best remembered as the and she was married for two decades to a man
mother of modern Australian classical music. Born who thought that composing music was a mental
in Adelaide, she studied composition and piano at weakness.
the University of Melbourne performing her first
piano concerto at the age of 19. Between 1923- She said of these constraints: “The world at large
1925 she travelled to England, Vienna and Paris thinks a woman can’t be creative. A woman can
where she encountered the music of Debussy, contribute in a special way. I don’t think that women
Ravel, Stravinsky and Bartok for the first time. want to write the same type of thing as men, but
Stimulated and enthusiastic, she returned to their contribution is no less important”.
Australia and was immediately struck by the
cultural desert she found. Far from deterred, her Johannes Luebbers
time abroad influenced not only her musical style
but also her musical activism. It is said that she Cromulent
“Brought an indifferent Australian public to terms
with the musical current of the early 20th century.” “Written for oboe quartet, Cromulent continues my
Her work spans more than fifty-five years and exploration of selected oboe extended techniques
comprise well over 100 compositions, most of and their musical contextualisation. Taking the
which are chamber works. She wrote in a style starting point of double trills (using two different keys
that went very much against the popular mood to trill a note) and multiphonics (the simultaneous
in the 1920s and 30s. Whereas most Australian sounding of multiple pitches) this work seeks
composers were in thrall to the English Romantic to explore some of the musical possibilities of
style, Sutherland was more interested in modern these devices, focusing on integrating them into a
European trends: neoclassicism, spiky rhythms and musical narrative and maximising their expressive
harmonies, interesting and unusual instrumental potential. Composed to feature Ben Opie on oboe,
the work also draws on a musical fragment derived
combinations.
from his name, further connecting the context of its
Apart from her musical legacy she is remembered creation to the resulting sound. “
and honoured for promotion of her Art. During
World War II she arranged midday chamber music Thanks to the Albury Chamber Music Festival for
concerts for the Red Cross. For many years she was supporting the creation of this new work.
associated with the Australian Advisory Committee - Johannes Luebbers
for UNESCO and was a member of the Advisory
Board for the Australian Music Fund, as well as a Winner of the 2011 ‘Young Australian Jazz Artist
Council Member of the National Gallery Society of of the Year’ (Australian Jazz ‘Bell’ Awards) and
Victoria. She was also instrumental in promoting the the 2011 ‘Jazz Work of the Year’ (APRA/AMC
Margaret Sutherland (1897 – 1984)
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plan for the present Victorian Arts Centre.
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Art Music Awards), Johannes Luebbers is one of
Australia’s leading jazz composers. A graduate
of the West Australian Academy of Performing
Arts (WAAPA), Luebbers is also a current PhD
candidate researching within jazz composition and
collaborative practice. He has released two albums
with his award-winning ensemble the Johannes
Luebbers Dectet and an EP with experimental trio
Artefact Agency, as well as playing and arranging
for other artists albums. He is also active as a
composer and arranger in contemporary popular
music and within music theatre, composing the
score for the recent Australian musical Melba.
A past staff member at the West Australian
Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) and the
ANU School of Music in Canberra, Luebbers
is currently part of the faculty at the Sir Zelman
Cowen School of Music, at Monash University
in Melbourne. He is an ‘Associate Artist’ with the
Australian Music Centre.

court orchestra. Ramm’s impeccable virtuosity
inspired both the Oboe Quartet and the prominent
passages for solo oboe in Idomeneo.
The Mozart quartet tests even todays oboists
on their technically much more sophisticated
instruments. The piece is a showcase for the
range of expression of the instrument, from the
exuberance and virtuosity of the outer movements
to the soulful aria-like slow movement. Although
thematically the piece is impressively economical,
with the opening theme doing service in the first
movement and then metamorphosing into the
Rondo theme in the last movement, Mozart does
not economise on the technical demands made
of the player. There are melodic leaps across the
whole range of the instrument, isolated piano top F
(the highest note on the classical instrument) and
blisteringly fast passage work. The last movement
in particular requires extraordinary nimbleness.
Sewn throughout with sunny singable melodies, it
is a work of buoyant optimism and charm.
INTERVAL
Refreshments available from Cofield Wines and
Yums Health Food Bar.
Ernest John Moeran (1894 – 1950)
Fantasy Quartet for Oboe and String Trio (violin,
viola and cello)

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 – 1791)
Oboe Quartet in F Major, K.370
(i) Allegro
(ii) Adagio
(iii) Allegro ma non troppo

Moeran was one of the last major British composers
heavily influenced by folk-song and thus belongs to
the lyrical tradition of such composers as Frederick
Delius, Vaughan Williams and John Ireland. The
influence of nature and the landscapes of the
Norfolk and Irish countryside are often evident in
his music.

Becoming interested in his Irish roots he began
spending much of his time in Kenmare, County
The Oboe Quartet in F major, K. 370 was written Kerry, composing the Fantasy there in 1946.
by Mozart in early 1781 for Freidrich Ramm.
Drawing inspiration from the country side he wrote
to a friend: “I board and lodge in this little pub
Three years later, Mozart was commissioned to overlooking Rockland Broad. … In the evening I go
write an opera, Idomeneo for the Munich 1781 out rowing on these ‘Lonely Waters’... this reedy
Carnival season and subsequently renewed neighborhood seems to suggest oboe music.”
an acquaintance with Ramm, still playing in the
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The oboe evokes pastoral images as no other In recent years, this quartet was thought to have
instrument can.
been composed by Joseph Haydn, and its simplicity
does recall some of Haydn’s early works. The first of
The choice of instruments, oboe and string trio is the quartet’s two movements is a classical allegro
unusual. Benjamin Britten composed a phantasy in in a simple sonata form, with a brief oboe cadenza
1932 for the same combination of instruments. It is announcing the recapitulation. The second is a
probable that Moeran knew of this work since both graceful rondeau dance with two trios, which briefly
works were written for Leon Goossens.
ventures into a minor key before returning to the
tonic key.
The 13-minute Fantasy, in a single movement,
abounds with modal, pastoral melodies. But this Benjamin Britten (1913 – 1976)
sophisticated work comprises more than pretty
tunes. All four parts challenge and engage their Phantasy for Oboe and Strings Op. 2
players. The subtle, syncopated rhythms mesh
The Phantasy for Oboe and Strings was written in
cleverly and the harmonies hold considerable
1932 for Leon Goosens when Britten was a nineteen
interest. A melancholic yearning hangs over the
student enrolled at the Royal College of Music.
piece, as it hung over Moeran’s life.
Although the work is a mere Op 2, it follows over a
hundred schoolboy compositions.
Johann Christian Bach (1735 – 1782)
Oboe Quartet in B flat Major W.B60 (for oboe, violin,
viola and cello)
(i) Allegro
(ii) Rondeau Grazioso
Johann Christian Bach was the eleventh and
youngest son of Johann Sebastian Bach and his
second wife Anna Magdalena. He was one of the
most respected composers of the Classical era
and had more fame in his lifetime than his father
ever enjoyed. However, his achievements were
overshadowed by the later Classical composers and
totally forgotten during the nineteenth century, only
to reemerge as a composer of significant stature
during the twentieth century.
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He was fortunate during this time to be able to
participate in a series of weekly chamber concerts,
organized by his friend Carl Friedrich Abel for Queen
Charlotte herself. Bach wrote a number of chamber
works for these concerts, including pieces for mixed
winds and strings. It is likely that his B-flat major
quartet was composed for one of these concerts
at some point in the early 1770s. Though it was
published as a string quartet in 1776, manuscript
sources indicate that Bach, always looking to
capitalize on any opportunity, initially wrote this
quartet to accommodate either the violin, oboe,
or flute as the lead instrument, accompanied by a
standard trio of violin, viola, and cello.

The work was written specifically for a competition
sponsored by Walter Wilson Cobbett, a wealthy
amateur musician and writer of chamber music.
Previous winners of the competition included John
Ireland and Frank Bridge, both of whom were
teachers of the composer. Britten did not win the
prize with this work but in the previous year he
won for his Phantasy String Quintet. However,
the Phantasy for Oboe and Strings Op. 2 was
subsequently performed on BBC radio in 1933 by
Leon Goosens and the International String Quartet.
It was one of the first works that established Britten’s
reputation in England and abroad.
In one movement, and structurally almost like 2
sonatas superimposed on each other, it is a bright
and energetic composition. Starting with a nostalgic
oboe melody over a march-like string backdrop,
followed by a quicker section full of dashing rhythmic
passages. A melancholic episode marks the middle
of the work, with string textures and sonorities often
reminiscent of Vaughan Williams’ pastoral musical
language. The opening lyrical theme and march-like
rhythm are recapitulated until the cello makes the
final statement and fades into the distance. The oboe
soloist functions in an almost operatic role. Britten,
who was himself a violist, exhibits a staggeringly
high professional knowledge of orchestration - the
work resonates from start to finish.
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Caroline Almonte

Australian Pianist, Producer and Presenter, Caroline
Almonte, has a reputation as a gifted, versatile and
sensitive artist. She studied with Stephen McIntyre
at the VCA and Oxana Yablonskaya at the Juilliard
School, New York. She has won numerous awards,
including the ABC Young Performer’s Awards and
the international chamber music competition in
Italy “Trio di Trieste”.

passionate about working with young people.
She teaches piano and chamber music at the
University of Melbourne and has been involved
in several projects with the AYO, MYO and AMEB
where she recorded and produced the recent
solo piano series. Caroline’s recording career for
ABC Classics include the Peggy Glanville Hicks
“Etruscan” Piano Concerto with the Tasmanian
Symphony Orchestra , Duo Sol and a recording
of English Songs with Yvonne Kenny. She was
delighted to support the HUSH music Foundation,
performing Nigel Westlake’s ‘Diving with George’
with the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra.
Caroline has recently returned from residencies in
New Zealand and China, teaching and performing,
including Chu Wang Hua’s Piano Concerto with
the Shanghai Philharmonic at the international
Piano Festival in Shanghai, and performances
with the Fujian Symphony Orchestra and Xiamen
Philharmonic.

Caroline gives regular solo and chamber music
recitals around Australia and overseas. She has
performed in the United States, Canada, UK,
Italy, South America, Japan and China, appeared
at the Edinburgh International Festival, Bologna
Festival, Melbourne and Adelaide International
Cello Festival, the Dunkeld Weekend of Music,
the Huntington Estate Music Festival, the Perth
International Festival and the Australian Festival of
Chamber Music in Townsville, which included a live
broadcast on ABC classic FM of Bach Goldberg
Variations.

David Griffiths

Her many musical collaborations include working
with members of the Australia Ensemble, the
Australian String Quartet, Escher String Quartet,
Flinders Quartet, Yvonne Kenny, Ralph Kirschbaum,
Ian Munro, Li Wei, Miki Tsunoda – Duo Sol, Pieter
Wispelway, Susie Park, Daniel Hope and Sarah
Chang, along with violinist Elizabeth Sellars and
cellist Molly Kadarauch, Caroline is the founding
member of the Sutherland Trio, in honour of
Australia’s matriach of Australian composition –
Margaret Sutherland.

David Griffiths is Senior Lecturer in Clarinet,
Coordinator of Woodwind and a member
of Ensemble Liaisonensemble-in-residence at
the Sir Zelman Cowen School of Music, Monash
University.

Alongside her stage performances, Caroline
continues a prolific teaching career and is

He has appeared with the New Zealand, Goldner,
Tin Alley and Flinders String Quartets, the New
York Wind Soloists, the Australia Ensemble @
UNSW, the Southern Cross Soloists, members
of the Cleveland, Shanghai and American String
Quartets. He has also   collaborated with Nemanja
Radulović, Ray Chen, Anthony Marwood, Henning
Kraggerud, Emma Matthews, Cheryl Barker, Peter
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Coleman-Wright, David Jones, Paul Grabowsky,
Tony Gould, performed at the Australian Festival of
Chamber Music in Townsville, Port Fairy Festival,
Woodend Winter Arts Festival and has performed
chamber music with Principal members of the
Berlin and Vienna Philharmonic Orchestras at the
Pacific Music Festival in Sapporo, Japan.
He has held positions as Associate Principal
Clarinet with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra,
Principal Clarinet of the Macau Orchestra and
Principal Clarinet of the Shanghai Radio Orchestra.
He has appeared as Guest Principal with all of
Australia’s major symphony and opera ballet
orchestras along with the Australian Chamber
Orchestra. He was also Co-Principal of the
2000 National Repertory Orchestra (US), acting
Principal of the Singapore Symphony Orchestra,
the Malaysian Philharmonic and has performed
with the New World Symphony, the New York
City Opera, National Company, the Hong Kong
Philharmonic, the Manhattan Chamber Orchestra,
the China Philharmonic, the Pacific Music Festival
Orchestra and the Paragon Ragtime Orchestra.
David’s recordings with Ensemble Liaison of
Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time for the
Melba Recordings label and Trios of Brahms,
Beethoven and Bruch for the Tall Poppies label
have won high praise from critics around the world.
Originally from Armidale NSW, he studied at the
Canberra School of Music with Alan Vivian before
completing his Master of Music from the Manhattan
School of Music under the direction of Charles
Neidich, Ricardo Morales, Alan Kay and David
Krakauer.
Svetlana Bogosavljevic

Svetlana was born in Belgrade, Serbia, into a family
of prominent Yugoslavian musicians. She studied
at the prestigious Special High School of the
Tchaikovsky Conservatorium of Music, Moscow,
the Peabody Conservatorium, Baltimore, and the
Cologne Hochschule of Music. In her student years
she worked with legendary cellists, Daniel Shafran,
Boris Pergamenshikov and Antonio Janigro. Even
before she could perform, she was on stage at age
6 turning pages for her mother in performance with
cellist Andre Navara.
In her professional years she has toured Europe,
Japan, China, Australia and New Zealand as
a soloist and chamber musician include recent
performances at the Belgrade International
Cello Festival and the KotorArt festival in
Montenegro. As an orchestral musician she held
the position of Associate Principal Cello with the
Rheinische Philharmonie and has worked with
the North German Radio Orchestra, Bamberger
Symphoniker, Cologne Chamber Orchestra,
Sydney Symphony, Melbourne Symphony and
Singapore Symphony Orchestras.
She is a founding member of the unique and
critically acclaimed trio, Ensemble Liaison. With
Ensemble Liaison she directs and performs a
3-concert series at the Melbourne Recital Centre
along with regular performances for Musica
Viva, ABC Classic FM, and appearances at the
Australian Festival of Chamber Music, Port Fairy
and Woodend festivals. She has collaborated
with many wonderful Australian and International
artists including Nemanja Radulovic, Emma
Matthews, Cheryl Barker, Peter Coleman-Wright,
Ray Chen, Wilma Smith, Henning Kraggerud, Paul
Grabowsky, David Jones and Tony Gould.
Svetlana’s recordings with Ensemble Liaison of
Messiaen’s ‘Quartet for the End of Time’ for the
Melba Recordings label and Trios of Brahms,
Beethoven and Bruch for the Tall Poppies label have
won high praise from critics around the world. Her
other passion is for teaching where she teaches at
cello and chamber music at the Sir Zelman Cowen
School of Music, Monash University.
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Shanul Sharma

‘Florville’ in Rossini’s Il Signor Bruschino with the
Lyric Opera of Melbourne.

In late September 2016 Shanul relocated to Cardiff,
UK to commence an MA in Advanced Vocal Studies
at the prestigious Wales International Academy of
Voice under the directorship of renowned tenor and
vocal coach Mr. Dennis O’Neill CBE. While at WIAV
Shanul has worked with several distinguished
visiting coaches including Mo. Richard Bonynge,
Dame Kiri Te Kanawa and Nuccia Focile. Shanul
briefly returned to Australia in early 2017 to take
part in his second ‘Opera in the Alps’ and ‘Opera in
Born in India, Shanul studied Information the Market’ gala concerts. In April 2017 Shanul was
Technology at Charles Sturt University in Australia. awarded the ‘Canto Lirico’ and ‘Rossini International’
He launched his singing career as lead vocalist for awards at the ‘Concorso Internazionale Musicale
heavy metal bands, releasing three studio albums Citta di Pesaro’ (CIMP), an annual competition held
and fronting national tours over 8 years. Concurrently in Pesaro, Italy to celebrate the works of the Italian
he explored the classical singing technique as a composer G.Rossini.
stylistic expression and in late 2012 relocated to
Melbourne to commence his classical singing Orpheus Piano Trio
studies. Shanul has since appeared regularly on
the concert, recital and theatrical stages. During
2014 he made his operatic debut as ‘Don Ramiro’
in Rossini’s La Cenerentola for Opera Australia’s
Victorian schools tour and was later engaged to
sing the titular role of Massenet’s Werther with the
Lyric Opera of Melbourne.
During 2015 Shanul joined Cheryl Barker, John
Bolton Wood and Sally-Ann Russell as a featured
artist at Stonnington’s ‘Opera in the Park’ and
Marina Prior at Gippsland Opera’s ‘Opera by the
Lakes’. He sang as a featured artist with the Penrith
Symphony Orchestra at ‘Opera in the Q’ under
the baton of Paul Terracini and also took part in
Opera Australia’s month long season of Aida on
Sydney Harbour. 2016 saw Shanul as a featured
soloist at the annual ‘Opera in the Alps’ and ‘Opera
in the Market’ gala concerts, alongside Greta
Bradman and Teddy Tahu Rhodes under the
baton of Guy Noble. He joined David Hobson for
his second ‘Opera by the Lakes’ in March and
starred in ‘Canzoni Di Mio Padre (Songs My Father
taught me)’ at the Melbourne Recital Centre under
the baton of Daniele Ciurleo. During this time he
also made his oratorio debut with the Frankston
Symphony Orchestra as the tenor soloist/Obadiah
in Mendelssohn’s Elijah and sang the role of

Orpheus Piano Trio formed in early 2012. Comprising
pianist Helena Kernaghan, violinist Kaori Sparks &
cellist Sam Goble, the trio enjoy the challenge of
being an interstate, rural dwelling ensemble with
members calling Albury & Castlemaine home.
All members of the Orpheus Piano Trio are
established performers in their own rights, and
have gained experience performing and studying
internationally throughout Europe, Asia and
Australia. Sam and Helena have been collaborating
in duo and trio combinations since meeting at the
Victorian College of the Arts in 1997. Kaori and
Helena first collaborated in 2011 for the Help Japan
fundraiser concert series in their current hometown
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of Albury. In 2012 Orpheus Piano Trio presented
a program of works by Schubert and Brahms for
their concert series The Light & the Dark. These
performances were well received by large crowds
at venues in their hometowns, and they also
performed at Melbourne’s Bennetts Lane jazz club
for the 2012 William Poskitt Memorial Fundraiser
concert.
Their 2013 concert series featured works by
Beethoven, Brahms & Debussy, with successful
performances as part of their regional tour in
Albury, Wodonga, Bright, Wangaratta & Wagga
Wagga. The Wangaratta concert was recorded live
and released as their current CD. 2014 included
performances at The Capital Theatre Bendigo, St
Matthews Church Albury & Holy Trinity Cathedral
Wangaratta, with the inclusion of some duo
repertoire and Shostakovich’s famous Trio Op.67.
2015 featured two performances in November
– one at the Adamshurst Ballroom in Albury and
Wagga’s Riverina Conservatorium with a program
of all French works, featuring the magical Ravel
Piano Trio. 2016 was an exciting year for the trio
as they are featuring as Ensemble-in-Residence
for the 1st annual Albury Chamber Music Festival.
Recent performances include venues such as
the Castlemaine Gaol, Cope-Williams Winery in
Romsey, The Capital Theatre in Bendigo and South
West Music, Deniliquin. They will be launching their
new recording at the 2017 Albury Chamber Music
Festival featuring trios by Dvorak and Shostakovich.
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Helena Kernaghan finished her Masters in Music
Performance at the Victorian College of the Arts
in 2005 under the tuition of Dr Donna Coleman.
She commenced her studies in 1996 at the VCA
under the tuition of Caroline Almonte, and soon
established herself as an accomplished chamber
musician, accompanist and soloist. In 1997 she
established the Abraxas Piano Trio which featured
Sam Goble on cello, and this was when Helena &
Sam first began collaborating on musical projects.
In 2002 she commenced her Masters degree and
worked as an accompanist and performer until
leaving Melbourne at the end of 2005. Performance
highlights during this time included performing
as soloist in Messiaen’s Oiseaux Exotiques at
Government House, a duo piano Festival 2005,

recital with Will Poskitt of Stravinsky’sLe Sacre
du Printemps at the ABCs Iwaki Auditorium, and
soloist in Gerswhin’sRhapsody in Blue with The
Opus 21 Big Band. Since 2006 Helena has lived
in Albury enjoying the challenge of teaching and
maintaining an active performing life. In this time
she has focused on family life, classroom and
private teaching, MD work for productions, working
with the Orpheus Piano Trio and continuing her
work as a duo-pianist. In recent times he has
performed with Donna Coleman, Shanul Sharma,
Sally-Anne Russell and is currently Artistic Director
for the Albury Chamber Music Festival.
Sam Goble finished his degree studying under Tim
Walden and Josie Vains in 2006 at the Victorian
College of the Arts. In 1996 he was awarded a
Melbourne Symphony Young Artist Award for which
he chose the Saint-Saens Cello Concerto in A minor
to workshop and broadcast. Other awards include
the Piers Coepmore Scholarship for Cellists, and in
1999 he won the John Gaitskell Mensa Memorial
Award for the most outstanding end of degree
recital for that year. In 2000, Sam toured with the
Cologne Youth Philharmonic through Wales and
Northern France, in part as soloist. Returning to
Australia in 2001, he in 2002 recommenced study
for Honours, again at VCA. In 2004 he completed
the first year of his Masters degree and went to
Germany to study at the Hannover Hochschule fur
Musik und Theater in Hannover, Germany for three
semesters with Tilmann Wick, returning in 2006.
He now works as a freelance cellist and teacher.
Kaori Sparks Kaori was born in Fukushima,
Japan. She began playing violin at the age of four.
She studied violin, viola and piano at Musashino
Music University in Tokyo, graduating in 2002.
She studied violin under Hiroshi Nishida, Robert
Davidovich and Katsuya Matsubara, violin - piano
duet with Georgi Badev, and chamber music with
Sandor Nagy and Kalman Berkes.
Kaori toured Europe as a member of the TokyoBudapest String Quartet, and Tokyo-Budapest
Ensemble five times between 2004-2006, under the
directorship of concert clarinettist and conductor,
Kalman Berkes. She performed at various music
festivals including : Zell am See Music Festival
(Austria ) in 2005 - 06, Salzburg Open Air Mozart
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Budapest Spring Festival 2005 -06. She also
performed with the Salzburg Festival Orchestra
and Hungarian National Orchestra.
In 2005 the Tokyo-Budapest Ensemble received
sponsorship from the EU Cultural Exchange
Committee and held recitals at the Hungarian
Embassy and Tsuda Hall in Tokyo. The latter
venue saw the world premiere of Hungarian
pianist/composer Gyorgy Vukan’s “Five Jokes”
with a clarinet quintet including Kalman Berkes.
Kaori scaled back her concert performances in
2007 and concentrated on teaching, both adults
and children. She and her family relocated to
Albury Australia in early 2009.
Kaori now runs her own violin studio in Thurgoona,
called Kaori Sparks Violin Services. She has also
returned to perform, mainly chamber music, as
a member of the Orpheus Piano trio with pianist
Helena Kernaghan, and cellist Sam Goble.
Acacia Quartet

In just seven years Acacia Quartet has won great
respect for their versatile and inventive programs
which couple established repertoire with the
unorthodox. Acacia has recorded six albums –
three of which earned nominations for an ARIA
Award for ‘Best Classical Album’ and an APRAAMCOS Art Music ‘Award for Excellence’. Their CD
recordings ‘Blue Silence’ of the complete works for
string quartet by Elena Kats-Chernin and ‘An AIDS
Activist’s Memoir’ by Lyle Chan have both received
‘Editor’s Choice’ in Limelight Magazine.
Acacia are passionate about supporting Australian
composers, working with young musicians and
sharing their love of music with audiences of all
ages. Their performances feature regularly on ABC
Classic FM, Fine Music 102.5 and Qantas In-flight

Entertainment. Acacia’s most recent recording ‘I
Was Flying’ with ARIA award winning pianist and
composer Sally Whitwell for ABC Classics reached
#2 on the Classical iTunes Top 100 Chart and
became an ARIA finalist in 2015.
In addition to their special relationship with
composers Kats-Chernin, Chan and Whitwell,
Acacia has worked closely with composers Gordon
Kerry, Joe Chindamo, Moya Henderson, Jeremy
Rose, Nicholas Vines, Ross Fiddes, Nick Wales,
Andrew Batt-Rawden and Joe Twist. They have
collaborated with leading Australian pianists Phillip
Shovk, Tamara-Anna Cislowska, Gerard Williams
and Sally Whitwell, clarinetists David Griffiths and
David Rowden,violist Emile Cantor, bassoonist
Kim Walker, flautist Jane Rutter, saxophonist Nick
Russoniello and Michael Duke, didgeridoo player
William Barton and sopranos Anna Fraser, Jane
Sheldon and Amelia Farrugio.
Acacia has performed at the Melbourne Recital
Hall, Sydney Opera House, City Recital Hall, The
Concourse Sydney, the National Galleries of VIC
and NSW (Resonate Series), the Joan Sutherland
Performing Arts Centre, the Peninsular Summer
Music Festival, the Bowral Autumn Music Festival,
Four Winds Pavilion, Albury Music Festival,
Bellingen Music Festival, Music By The Sea Festival
in Brisbane and at the Roundhouse in Vancouver,
Canada. In May this year Acacia Quartet was invited
by the Christine Raphael Foundation in Germany
to perform four concerts in Berlin and record the
debut album of three of Günter Raphael’s six string
quartets. This album is due for release at the end
of 2018.
Lisa Stewart - Born in Sydney, Lisa began the violin
aged 5 with Suzuki teachers Hiroko Primrose and
Yasuki Nakamura. By 11 she was playing solos
in Japan, the USA and New Zealand. Continuing
studies with Christopher Kimber, Lisa won the
Wenkart Competition, was finalist at the ABC
Young Performers Competition and worked with
the Australian Chamber Orchestra and Sydney
Symphony Orchestra before going to Germany to
study with Proof Igor Ozim.
She has recorded French sonatas for the Klavins
Music label and Bach concertos with Cologne
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Chamber Orchestra on the Naxos label. Lisa has
also played as Guest 3rd Concertmaster with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra under Bernard
Haitink.
Returning to Sydney in 2001, Lisa has been
Guest Concertmaster of the Australian Opera and
Ballet Orchestra, West Australian Symphony and
Tasmanian Symphony Orchestras.

Classics.
Since the formation of Acacia Quartet, Stefan has
turned his focus to chamber music and teaching at
the Australian Institute of Music.

Anna Martin-Scrase - Born in Vermont, USA, Anna
moved to Salzburg, Austria at the age of 16, where
she lived for the next 10 years. She completed a
Bachelor of Music Performance at Mozarteum
Lisa is also a successful illustrator with nine University Salzburg, studying cello with Astrid Sultz,
published books through Scholastic Press, Random Michael Tomasi and Heidi Litschauer. Whilst in
House and Hachette.
Austria, Anna performed with the Salzburg Chamber
Soloists, the Salzburg Cathedral Ensemble and at
Myee Clohessy - Born in Sydney, Myee began the
the Salzburg Festival with her quartet.
violin aged 10 with Ernest Llewllyn. Further studies
were with Alice Waten at the Hong Kong Academy Since moving to Sydney in 2008, Anna has played
for Performing Arts and David Takeno at the Guildhall Principal Cello with the Sydney Philharmonia
School of Music in London.
Orchestra and Pacific Opera and recorded for
Vexations840, AFTRS, Sonar Music and a solo CD
Whilst based in Europe, Myee was Concertmaster
of Moya Henderson’s Ecstatic Exercises for Solo
of the Jeunesses Musicales World Orchestra for
Cello.
two years, won 1st Prize at the Royal Overseas
League Competition in London and held Principal Anna now concentrates her energies on Acacia
positions with the Trondheim Symphony Orchestra, Quartet and her teaching at Cranbrook School and
Norwegian Radio Orchestra and Arctimus Piano in Manly.
Quintet.
Ben Opie Quartet
Since returning to Australia in 2002, Myee has
toured with the Australian Chamber Orchestra
and Australian Brandenburg Orchestra, recorded
regularly for ABC Classics, toured extensively with
Acacia Quartet and since 2015 has become the
Artistic Director of the Bowral Autumn Music Festival.
Stefan Duwe - Born in Oldenburg, Germany, Stefan
studied viola with Marcel Charpentier, Konrad Grahe
and Emile Cantor at the Folkwang University of the
Arts in Essen and attended masterclasses with
Thomas Brandis and Serge Collot.
From 1992 he worked with a number of orchestras
including the Cologne Chamber Orchestra, Theatre
Nordhausen, Folkwang Chamber Orchestra,
Philharmonia Hungarica, Philharmonie Essen,
Düsseldorfer Sinfoniker and Die Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie Bremen.
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Since immigrating to Australia in 2001, Stefan has
worked with the Australian Brandenburg Orchestra,
the Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestra and
recorded the 6th Brandenburg Concerto for ABC

Ben Opie is an oboist whose talents extend
across the entire repertoire for oboe. He performs
regularly at national and international festivals.
Ben’s virtuosity, innovation and diversity and have
led to performances of Bach in a goldmine, Mozart
at 4am as part of Melbourne’s White Night as well
as sell out performances in leading venues around
Australia. His passion for contemporary music has
led him to work with ensembles such as the Arcko
Symphonic Ensemble, Opera Parallele, Ensemble
Offspring and Magik*Magik Orchestra. He has
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performed at the Bendigo International Festival of
Exploratory Music since its inception in 2013, and
in 2015 presented a mixed media presentation of
new works including a world premiere House of
the Beehives by Melody Eotvos for flute, oboe,
electronics and video and the Australian
premiere of Johannes Kretz’s Urban Gypsies for
oboe & electronics. Ben has commissioned many
new works for oboe and regularly gives both
national and international premieres.

video installation artists, dancers, sound artists
and radio documentary producers. Throughout his
career he has been passionate about all art forms.
He has also recently been involved in working
with indigenous artists in remote communities,
collaborating with them musically through
workshops and performances. Ben has been
engaged as an expert leader in his field, tutoring
students from the Australian Youth Orchestra
Young Symphonists program, several of the
Melbourne Youth Music programs, masterclasses
He has had extensive training in historically at the Australian National University, and was the
informed performance practice, studying with oboe specialist for Graham Abbott’s ABC Classic
leaders in the field such as Susan Harvey FM Keys to Music broadcast. He was guest artist
(USA), Geoffrey Lancaster (Aus) and Genevieve at the 2014 Australian Double Reed Society
Lacey (Aus). He founded Inventi Ensemble in Conference and 2015 New Zealand Double Reed
2014 and is currently co-artistic director. These Society Conference and received an invitation to
ensembles have commissioned and premiered present at the 2015 International Double Reed
numerous new works by composers such as Luke Society conference in Japan.
Styles and Melody Eotvos and have performed
in leading venues and festivals. Through Inventi For this year’s Albury Chamber Music Festival,
Ensemble, Ben also established twice-weekly Ben will be joined by the following musicians,
interactive music workshops in Melbourne’s comprising the Ben Opie Quartet:
immigration detention centres, custom workshops
for the visually impaired and established 3 Jenny Khafagi is a violinist born and educated
different concert series in local communities in Brisbane, Australia, and has lived inMelbourne
around Melbourne.
since 2010. A freelancer, Jenny plays regularly
with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, the
Ben has been working with orchestras around the Melbourne Chamber Orchestra and the Australian
world for his entire career; his diverse expertise and Chamber Orchestra’s regional touring group, ACO
experience make him in demand as an orchestral Collective. Recently she has also travelled to New
musician. Ben has performed in Germany, Zealand to perform as Guest Concertmaster of
France, Bahrain, America and Australia as the Auckland Philharmonia, as well as appearing
a soloist, collaborative and orchestral musician. as Guest Concertmaster and Guest Associate
He holds degrees from the Australian National Concertmaster of Orchestra Victoria in Melbourne.
University (AUS), the Johannes Gutenberg In 2012, Jenny was invited to join Syzygy
Hochschule für Musik (Germany) and the San Ensemble, a critically acclaimed contemporary
Francisco Conservatory of Music (USA). His classical music ensemble, which has since
work across the globe has earned him multiple maintained regular residency at the Melbourne
awards and recognitions in the field of music, such Recital Centre as Local Heroes. Syzygy has
as the Phyllis C Wattis Foundation Scholarship performed at the Metropolis New Music Festival,
(USA), the San Francisco Conservatory of the Melbourne International Festival and the
Music Award for New Music (USA), the 42nd Queensland Festival, and was nominated for a
International Summer Course for New Music Helpmann Award in 2012 for Best Chamber Music.
Scholarship, Darmstadt (Germany), the Carmel Jenny is also a member of the Australian Chamber
Music Competition Finalist (USA) and the Orchestra’s ‘Inspire’ String Quartet, a group which
Inaugural Double Reed Challenge, section Oboe provides live music education to disadvantaged
winner (AUS). Ben has collaborated with many students around Australia
different artists, including visual artists, poets,
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William Clark was awarded a Bachelor of Music
from Melbourne University where he was Principal
Viola of the University Symphony and String
Orchestras. From 2013-2015, Will completed
ANAM’s Professional Performance Program as
a student of Christopher Moore and Caroline
Henbest. An enthusiastic performer of new music,
William has premiered numerous Australian works
as soloist and chamber musician by composers
including Russell Gilmour, Don Kay and Larry
Sitsky.
He has performed at the 2010 Perth International
Festival, the 2011 Musica Viva Festival, the
2012 Four Winds Festival, the 2013 Perth
international Festival, the 2014 Canberra
International Music Festival, and in 2015 he will
tour Australia as founding violist of the Australian
Chamber Orchestra’s Inspire Quartet. William
performs regularly with the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra, the Australian Chamber Orchestra and
the Australian Chamber Orchestra’s ACO2. With
Affinity Collective, William won first prize in the
2015 ANAM Chamber Music Competition.
Paul Zabrowarny is a Melbourne-based cellist
with a strong interest in contemporary repertoire.
After completing a Bachelor of Music at the Elder
Conservatorium under the guidance of Janis
Laurs, Paul studied for four years at the Australian
National Academy of Music. Paul has performed
recitals throughout Australia and Europe and has
appeared frequently as a soloist with a number of
orchestras. He is also a keen chamber musician
and is the cellist of the ACO Inspire String Quartet.
Paul has performed in concerts that have been
broadcast on radio and television, including
solo performances on ABC Classic FM, Radio
Suisse Romande and local radio in Adelaide and
Melbourne.
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In 2007, Paul received grants from the Ian
Potter Foundation and the Australia Council to
undertake a Master’s of Music Performance at
the Conservatoire de Lausanne, Switzerland – in
the class of Patrick Demenga. This study included
a focus on performing contemporary music and
exploring a variety of extended cello techniques.
Paul has worked with many of the major Australian

orchestras and performs regularly with Orchestra
Victoria. Paul was an Emerging Artist with the
Australian Chamber Orchestra and has continued
to perform with ACO2.
Ria Angelika Polo

Ria Angelika Polo was born in Jakarta, Indonesia.
She began to learn piano aged five and then
organ from the age of eight. She was awarded
International Undergraduate Music Scholarship
from The University of Melbourne. At the age
of 22, she obtained a Master of Music Studies
(Performance/Teaching) majoring in piano, under
the guidance of Professor Max Cooke OAM.
Ria has been performing the organ at various places
such as Melbourne Town Hall, Scots’ Church, St.
Michael’s Uniting Church, St Paul’s Cathedral,
Ormond College at The University of Melbourne and
events such as Southern Grampians Promenade
of Sacred Music and Open House Melbourne. In
2013 she won the Warrnambool Eisteddfod Organ
Competition and in 2014 she played the theme for
ABC TV’s Q & A program when it was recorded live
at the Melbourne Town Hall. Ria gave her first solo
concert on the Melbourne Town Hall Grand Organ
at the Organ-ic Lunch concert and The Scots’
Church International Organ Series in 2015.
Ria was the Organ Scholar at Scots’ Church
from 2014-2015 under the guidance of Douglas
Lawrence OAM and promoted as Assistant
Organist in 2016. Ria is also a piano teacher,
accompanist, music arranger and music director
of Ria Music Design Studio. She also teaches at
Monash University Foundation Year. For more
information, please visit www.riaangelika.com

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

PERFORMERS
Caleb Murray

•
•
•
•
•

Caleb Murray started playing cello at the age of 4
and currently plays in a range of various musical
groups. He is principal cellist of the Melbourne
Youth Orchestra and regularly participates in
the Australian Youth Orchestra’s programs. He
has studied cello under MSO cellist Rohan de
Korte since 2014 and was awarded L.Mus.A
with distinction in 2015. He plays locally in the
Moodamere String Quartet and recently acted
the part of Marius in Livid’s production of Les
Miserables. Caleb has been accepted to study
cello in Melbourne at the Australian National
Academy of Music in 2018 and hopes to pursue a
career as a professional cellist.
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The Albury Chamber Music Festival would like to •
thank the following people for their support and
efforts – without which this festival would not be
possible:
•

•
•
•
•

Mrs Sandra Macleod-Miller and Fr Peter
Macleod-Miller for making Adamshurst
available for concerts and accommodation for
performers
The Rector and Wardens of St Matthew’s
Church for making the Church available for
these concerts
The Albury Club for making the President’s
Room available for concerts
Nance Grant for her Patronage and ongoing
support for our Festival
Cofield Wines for their sponsorship of Concert
1 and provision of refreshments

St Matthew’s Music Association for their
sponsorship of Concert 2 and ongoing support
of local upcoming artists
The Ruth Whyte Bequest for their sponsorship
of Concert 3
Peter Evans for his sponsorship of Concert 5
Stean Nicholls Real Estate for their
sponsorship of Concert 6 and assistance with
design and print
Regent Cinemas Albury Wodonga for their
sponsorship of Concert 7
Albury City Council for their sponsorship
Dr Allan Beavis for his sponsorship of the
Australian Chamber Choir
Yamaha Australia for munificent assistance
with the maintenance of a Concert Grand
Piano
Touchstone Pianos for tuning all pianos used
during the Festival
Yums Health Food Bar for provision of
refreshments and sponsorship providing
meals for all performers
Albury Entertainment Centre Box Office for
managing over the counter ticket sales
Albury Manor House for providing a meeting
place for our committee
James Flores for his assistance with our
website
Chantelle Hutchins for her design of all our
2017 Albury Chamber Music Festival printing
material
Volunteers thank you for your time, effort
and invaluable help including poster and flyer
delivery, refreshment assistance, concert set
up and “front of house” work

Thank you for your generous support and help,
The Albury Chamber Festival Committee
The Ven Fr Peter MacLeod-Miller (Festival Director)
Ms Helena Kernaghan (Artistic Director)
Ms Amanda Giblin (Events Manager)
Mr Mark Carden (Treasurer)
Dr Allan Beavis (Consultant)
Ms Robin Riley (Programme Notes)
Ms Kaye Kennedy
Ms Victoria Chick
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Members of the Albury Chamber Music Festival
Society

Vivace
Lois Best
Naylin & Sandira Bissessor
Patron
Cathy Garden
Nance Grant AM, MBE
Alison Colquhoun
Mary Dixon
Gold Members
Raymond Fietz
Nance Grant
Roger & Judy Frankenberg
Rod & Leaoni Paton
Gabrielle Glover
Robin Riley
John & Ann Greasley
Traudl Moon
Martin & Patricia Hendricks
Ian & Anne James
Platinum Member
Kaye Kennedy
Allan & Raewyn Beavis
David Martin
Kaye Kennedy
Linda Martin
Noela Murphy
John & Helen Martin
Max & Ruth Barry
David Murray
Paule Gauqui
Wendy Phillips
Brian & Paula Waters
Jill Poyner
Robin Riley
Friends of the St Matthew’s Music Association Michele Roberts
Inc.
John & Odette Ross
Jennifer Schubert
Patrons
Jill Scott
Prestissimo Friends
The Hon. Tim Fisher. AC
Robyn Slade
Gregory Loveday
Mary SmithMr Keith Crossley
Dr John
Mrs Rossie Hennesy
Professor Geoffrey Blainey AC & Mrs Ann Blainey Elizabeth
Ann& Snow
Mrs Andrea Keen
Ms Greta Bradman
Lorraine
Todman
Mr Michael
& Mrs Betty Loorham
Mr David & Mrs Fran Luxon
Derek Woolcott
Mr Gregory & Mrs Megan
Prestissimo
Janette WyattMcEachern
Brown
Beau and Doug Milos
Geoffrey & Ann Blainey
Betty White
Mr Doug Vukasinovic
John Hennessy
Andrea Keen
Friends Presto Friends
Doug Vukasinovic
Graham & Linda
Allchurch
Miss Sue
Fyfe
Michael & Betty Loorham
Vicki Chick
David & Fran Luxon
Max Barry
Gregory & Megan McEachern
Allan Beavis
Keith Crossley

Friends of St Matthew’s Mu

Presto
Sue Fyfe
Molto Vivace
Jurgen Genaehr
Edith Horvath
Noela Murphy
Rod & Leaoni Paton
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Patrons:

The Hon. Tim Fisher.
Mr Gregory Loveda
Professor Geoffrey Blainey AC and
Ms Greta Bradman

Molto Vivace Friends
Ms Ursula Genaehr
Dr Edith Horvath
Miss Noela Murphy
Dr Rod & Mrs Leaoni Paton
Ms Robyne Slade

Vivace Friends
Mrs Lois Best
Dr Naylin & Mrs Sandira
Bissessor
Mrs Cathy Carden
Mrs Alison Colquhoun
Mrs Mary Dixon
Larry Doyle & Wendy Phillips

M
Dr Roge
M
Mr Jo
Mr Mart
Mr I
M

Mr Jo

M

M
Mrs Ode
M

How you can support the work o
St Matthew's Music Association

the musical education • By sponsori
program to help
(or pipes) in
young local musicians Letourneau
develop their
St Matthew
musical skills.
per pipe.
•

There are several ways
by which you can give
financial support for the
works of the St
Matthew's music
Association Inc.

By becoming a Mem- Donations to
ber of the Albury
these causes a
Chamber Music Fes- tax-deductibl
tival Society you will
support the work of
the Festival and enable it to engage chamber musicians of the

